This Bloke Jesus
Jesus was born of a double virgin birth i.e. his Mother was also a virgin birth.
As with all normal children his psychic centres (sometimes erroneously called chakras)
started as normal, at 5 years of age.
5 --- Crown centre opens
6 --- Third eye centre opens
7 --- Throat centre opens
8 --- Heart centre opens
9 --- Solar Plexus centre opens
10 -- Navel centre opens
11 -- Genital/Spleen opens
12 -- Base centre opens
13 -- Aura opens
At 13 it was regarded by all, that a person became an adult, and this is reflected in their Bah
Mitzvah ceremony if Jewish, and Confirmation if Christian.
Jesus went with his uncle (Joseph of Arimithea) on a trading trip to England, where he studied
with Drucius, the Arch Mage of the Druids. This man was regarded as the best and most
knowledgeable man in England.
As Joseph of Arimithea was a billionaire, (as all Jesus family were) Jesus was financed to
travel all around the known world learning and teaching.
It is well recorded in Tibet that Jesus was there, and it states with certainty that he was a
teenager when he went through there. That in itself puts to rest any garbage about Jesus
living there after his crucifixion. After that Jesus travelled through other lands including all
the way to Hawaii, learning all he could about humanity and their culture.
He could converse with all of them quite well.
Jesus spoke at least 12 languages fluently. He spoke to the Roman soldiers in Latin, he
learned Coptic when he was a child in Egypt, his natural language was Aramaic. He is called
Rabbi (Raboni) and this meant you had to be proficient in Hebrew to be called that.
He spoke to Scholars in Greek, to his teacher in England in Gaelic, to his Buddhist teacher in
an Indian dialect, to the Hindus in Hindi, to the Magi in Persian, to the Tibetans in their own
dialect, to the Hunas in the Hawaiian language.
When Jesus was crucified, he was in the tomb for a period of 72 hours. At this time he in his
higher astral self, raised the vibration of his body to the stage where it blew to Dust --- thus it
is recorded that an explosion blew open the tomb and a cloud came forth, and the Roman
soldiers fled in terror. This is why there was no body found in the tomb.
Much of this is in the Aquarian Gospel of Levi.
Levi was a great psychic as was Edgar Cayce, and they both give the same story of the life of
Jesus. The Gnostics also give a similar story, as does the teacher (Xenos) who is the teacher
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of the Archbishop of the ACOA. In spite of all the denials of the churches, there is well
documented evidence of all these things, even if the churches try to indicate otherwise.
Many writings were banned and declared the works of heretics when they disagreed with the
Bishops who were trying to keep the masses in subjection under them. Such people as
Origen, The Apostle Thomas, and many others were declared heretics because they dared to
spread the truth of what the power hungry Bishops were saying to keep power within the
Church. Many of these lies are still in favour to this day, as most of the Roman and Anglican
Clergy have been taught these myths as truths. This is why the Nag Hamadi texts were being
suppressed for so long, but truth will out eventually and the Churches will start to lose
credibility as they are indeed already now in the process doing so.
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